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Abstract

In health care, when two surgeons perform video-guided surgery
side-by-side, it is crucial for the surgical team to be focused on the
same surgical target [Anastakis et al. 2000; Scherer et al. 2003].
This is crucial for effective cooperation among surgical team members. Law et al. have observed differences in expert and novice gaze
behavior while performing image-guided surgical tasks [Law et al.
2004]. Similar observations have been confirmed in other studies
[Kocak et al. 2005]. This notion is supported by Sailer et al. who
reported marked stages of different gaze behavior as surgical skill
improved [Sailer et al. 2005]. Together these results suggest the
possibility of guiding the development of novices’ eye movement
behaviors or otherwise accelerating the natural progression towards
expert gaze patterns.

For gaze-based training in surgery to be meaningful, the similarity between a trainee’s gaze and an expert’s gaze during performance of surgical tasks must be assessed. As it is difficult to record
two people’s gaze simultaneously, we produced task videos made
by experts, and measured the amount of overlap between the gaze
path of the expert surgeon and third-party observers while watching the videos. For this investigation, we developed a new, simple
method for displaying and summarizing the proportion of time during which two observers’ points of gaze on a common stimulus
were separated by no more than a specified visual angle.
In a study of single-observer self-review and multiple-observer initial view of a laparoscopic training task, we predicted that selfreview would produce the highest overlap. We found relatively low
overlap between watchers and the task performer; even operators
with detailed task knowledge produce low overlap when watching
their own videos. Conversely, there was a high overlap among all
watchers. Results indicate that it may be insufficient to improve
trainees’ eye-hand coordination by just watching a video. Gaze
training will need to be integrated with other teaching methods to
be effective.

We have developed a method enabling us to visualize and measure
the amount of gaze overlap between multiple recordings on a videobased stimulus. With this technique available we can quantify similarities or differences between expert and novice gaze behavior,
in turn informing courses of action in a gaze training program, as
well as opening an opportunity for us to assess inter-operator cooperation and shared mental models [Stout et al. 1999; Zheng et al.
2007]. Furthermore, while fixation-based string-edit techniques
have demonstrated utility in earlier scanpath comparison studies
[Brandt and Stark 1997; Josephson and Holmes 2006], our method
compares along the actual time measure and only requires specification of a single separation parameter.
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This paper reports preliminary results using this method to analyze
gaze overlap of two gaze recordings on a simulated surgical task.
Implications of these results for gaze intervention in surgical skills
training are discussed.
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Introduction

Eye-tracking research initially focused on the eye movement behaviors of a single subject watching a static image [Kundel 1975; Nodine and Kundel 1987]. More recent efforts have been made to analyze eye behaviors while viewing dynamic scenes [Law et al. 2004;
Nicolaou et al. 2006]. There are situations where it is of interest
to determine the degree of gaze path overlap between multiple observers on a common stimulus such as two people watching a television commercial or a parent and child reading a digital storybook
[Guo and Feng 2011], or a single observer over a repeated stimulus
such as a person playing a video game and then watching a replay
of the recorded game. Recent work by Jarodzka et al. demonstrates
a method of scanpath comparison between two viewers on a similar stimulus [Jarodzka et al. 2010], generating similarity measures
along several dimensions for saccades between fixations.
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Gaze Separation Study: Gaze Overlap on a
Laparoscopic Training Task

To produce data for testing our gaze overlap software, a small study
was conducted to collect eye-tracking data while actively performing a manual task inside a laparoscopic training box, and while passively watching a video recording of the manual task. The recorded
videos were watched by both the original operator and by 3rd-party
viewers. This created a situation where subjects perceived an identical visual stimulus but had different skill levels and knowledge of
the specific task instance.
We developed software which reads the text-based gaze data exported from Tobii Clearview 2.7.X with the Tobii 50-series eyetrackers, which includes the 1750 eye-tracker with an integrated
17” 1280 × 1024 LCD display, and the remote x50 eye-tracker
which can be used with any display. From the input gaze data, our
software outputs a single value summarizing the amount of overlap
between the two gaze recordings.
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We hypothesized that recordings from a single subject’s task performance and self-review would show a higher overlap than recordings
of a different subject watching the task and higher than both subjects watching the task.
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2.1

Apparatus and Task

At least two weeks following individual participation in the first
study component, each subject returned to view their own 5 recordings plus 5 recordings chosen from the bank of 10 described above,
in a randomized order. Filenames were obfuscated so subjects
would be unable to immediately identify the videos as their own
or belonging to others, and participants were not told whether or
not any video was their own. These videos were displayed using
Clearview’s “AVI video” stimulus. Subjects were given a series of
questions to answer following review of each of the 10 videos in
this watching component.

The study was comprised of a manual task and a passive watching task. The manual task was performed inside a laparoscopic
training box manufactured by 3-D Technical Services. The video
from the built-in camera was fed via a NTSC composite connection
into a PC running Tobii Clearview 2.7.0 and displayed on the 17”
LCD panel of a Tobii 1750 eye-tracker using Clearview’s “External
video” stimulus. An additional web camera was installed for verification of eye-tracking data loss. Figure 1 shows a reproduction of
the apparatus used.
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Data Characteristics and Implementation

The Tobii GZD is a tab-delimited plain-text file which can be exported from from a gaze recording prepared in Tobii Clearview
2.7.X. Our software uses the millisecond timestamp, X and Y gaze
points of both eyes, and validity code which denotes the level of
confidenced that the gaze point was accurately measured.
For our study on dynamic stimuli, we first used an external video
stimulus recorded through a NTSC composite video connection.
For this arrangement, the exported GZD file contained X gaze point
values in the range of 0 to 352 and Y values between 0 and 288.
During recording, the input video screen is expanded to fill the display area without preserving the aspect ratio.
Later when using an AVI video stimulus, we non-uniformly resized
the video clip to fill the screen at the display’s native resolution of
1280 × 1024 pixels. The exported GZD file for this stimulus thus
contains gaze point values in this range and the external video GZD
must be upscaled before comparison.
Figure 1: Tobii 1750, web camera, training box and grasper.

Because the point of gaze in GZD files is saved in pixel measurements and we wish to determine gaze separation as degrees of visual angle, we must specify some parameters of the viewing conditions and display characteristics in order to convert a specified visual angle to a pixel value. Using the known monitor diagonal size
and resolution, the pixel pitch (in pixels/cm) along a cardinal axis
can be approximately calculated using simple trigonometry and unit
conversion. Next we must specify an approximate viewing distance
in centimeters and the desired visual angle θ in degrees. The target
separation in pixels is then similarly calculated.

For the manual component, subjects were required to stand in front
of the apparatus and use the grasper to transport a small rubber object between three receptacles in a specified order. The receptacles
were arranged in a triangular pattern on a peg board with a textured
white square in the center.
A single laparoscopic grasper held in the right hand was used to
execute the task. The first step in the task was to touch the grasper
to the center square. Next, the object had to be picked up from
the northern receptacle and placed inside the south-western receptacle, then picked up from south-western receptacle and deposited
into the south-eastern receptacle, and finally transported back to the
northern receptacle. The grasper was required to return to the center square after each deposition of the object into a new receptacle.
If the object was dropped, subjects were instructed to pick up the
object and resume the task from the point where the drop occurred.
A camera flash was used to mark the beginning and end of each task
trial.

2.2

When performing a lengthy or complex task, there may be instances
where the operator by necessity looks away from the screen, leading to periods of inactivity during which the eyetracker is unable
to detect a point of gaze. Because we cannot make comparisons
between recordings where gaze data do not exist, known inactivity
periods are manually specified in another text file.
The two input gaze data files do not necessarily contain identical
timestamps, so the beginning timestamps are aligned before both
gaze data lists can be compared.

Procedure
If both recordings have valid gaze points and the timestamp is not
within any inactivity period, the Euclidean distance between the
points is calculated in pixels and compared to the target separation.

14 subjects (mean age: 28 years, 9M:5F) from the graduate laboratories of Simon Fraser University participated in this study. Each
participant gave signed consent to participate and was given free
time to practice the task. When ready, each subject performed the
manual task five times and completed a short questionnaire, concluding the manual component of the study.

Finally we divide the number of samples where the two gaze paths
satisfied our overlap conditions by the total number of comparable
samples to attain the average overlap. The overlap can be visualized
over time as shown in Figure 2.

Out of the 70 total task recordings, 10 were selected to be the ones
which were reviewed by others in the study’s watching component.
These 10 videos were pseudo-randomly assigned to subjects such
that each of these videos was watched by 7 other subjects.

A copy of the original stimulus video, with gaze data streams overlaid can also be saved – a sample screen capture of the dual gaze
overlaid video is given in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Gaze separation visualization, Euclidean screen-space separation on vertical axis, timeline on horizontal axis. The horizontal line
at approximately 200 pixels indicates the a gaze separation of 5◦ visual angle.
Usable
2.5◦ overlap
trials
(% time)
5
65.4
4
57.3
2
72.6
4
76.6
5
82.0
5
42.4
5
75.6
4
74.9
5
55.6
5
69.1
4
84.2
3
64.6
Mean, std.deviation
Doing vs. self-rev.
67.9 ± 15.4
Doing vs. 3rd-party rev.
70.1 ± 10.6
Self-rev. vs. 3rd-party rev.
74.7 ± 9.2
Subject #
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
9
10
12
13
14

Figure 3: Dual overlaid screenshot with operator’s point of gaze
(blue) and 3rd-party watcher’s gaze (yellow). 2.5◦ and 5◦ circles
shown in white.
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5◦ overlap
(% time)
81.8
73.2
86.9
80.9
86.8
86.0
82.5
86.6
77.9
76.9
89.2
85.8
82.5 ± 6.4
81.2 ± 6.7
86.9 ± 6.4

Table 1: Mean doing vs. self-review overlap, with mean 3rd-party
overlap.

Results

Using the software detailed above, gaze overlap data were compiled for the three scenarios: doing vs. self-review, doing vs. 3rdparty-review, and self-review vs 3rd-party-review. Due to a loss of
eye-tracking during a large proportion of the task time in 19 trials
including all trials from subjects 7 and 11, these trials where fixations accounted for less than 72% of the task duration were omitted
from the doing vs. self-review analysis.
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Discussion

Our method has advantages over fixation-based string-edit methods
due to our tight preservation of temporal data. Our method uses
only one user-supplied parameter – the desired visual angle separation. Fixation based measures are affected by the chosen fixation
duration and size parameters, and the scanpaths produced in turn
can suffer from boundary effects of AOI quantization as well as parameters in scanpath simplification. Furthermore, our method utilizes all available gaze data, including samples which may be omitted from fixations. This allows us to capture gaze overlap which
may occur during smooth pursuits, but has the disadvantage that
samples collected during the effective blindess of saccades are also
included. Saccades are very brief, so relatively few such gaze samples will contribute to the reported overlap.

Table 1 lists the percentage of task time where the active and passive gaze for self-review overlapped, averaged over each subject’s
trials for overlap parameters of 2.5◦ and 5◦ visual angle. Note from
Figure 3 on our apparatus, the white center square was estimated to
be separated from the receptacles by about 9.2◦ visual angle and
the receptacles were separated from one another by roughly 17◦ .
Hence our choice of 2.5◦ and 5◦ for analysis are certain to distinguish gazing on separate objects in the scene while still forgiving
some gaze jitter.

Rigorous statistical analysis of our results is difficult, because the
self-review and 3rd-party review averages were obtained in different ways. More specifically, every subject produced 5 recordings,
all of which were available for self-review. In an effort to increase
viewership for 3rd-party review without making participation prohibitively lengthy, only 10 videos of the original 70 were used; each
one was viewed by 7 other participants. Thus we simply provide a
descriptive analysis in this paper. An improved group design in
another study will be available for statistical analysis later.

The overlap amounts are similar for the cases doing versus both
self-review and 3rd-party review. However, gaze patterns show
higher concordance when both data streams are from passive video
review. This indicates that most people will view a task in a similar way, regardless of whether or not there is ownership of the
task. Conversely, performing a task first-hand produces different
eye movement patterns that cannot be fully reproduced simply from
a passive review of the recorded task. The results for the 2.5◦ are
also less stable than for 5◦ , likely with vulnerability to jitter or suboptimal calibration being contributing factors.

In this study, when a video was watched by multiple reviewers in-
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cluding the owner, the gaze points overlap within 2.5◦ for 75% of
the task time, suggesting that a common gaze pattern was employed
by all reviewers. In contrast, overlap was lower when comparing an
operator’s gaze to self-review (68%) and 3rd-party review (70%),
which may be explained by a gap in visual reaction or a lack of
planning and control while watching passively, regardless of procedural knowledge. This can be supported by our observation that
saccades to a target while watching are delayed by 600 ms compared to saccades while doing [Atkins et al. 2012]. With the main
task broken down into 9 discrete tool movements, the total watching
delay can comprise roughly 5-20% of the task duration, reflected in
the reported overlaps.
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